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OBOPedia (HTTP://www.obopedia.org) is a  presentation of the Open biomedical Ontologies 

Consortium’s ontologies as a Web-based encyclopaedia. Ontologies are often described as 

“background” knowledge; they contain the entities in a domain, their definitions, descriptions and 

how they are related to one another. From using such an ontology, a “reader” of an ontology should 

be able to get an understanding of a domain.  For the most part, ontologies are presented as nodes 

and arcs, but this style of organisation may not be optimal for “looking up” an ontology’s knowledge 

and gaining that “understanding”, especially when a collection of entities may be spread over many 

ontologies.  

For OBOPedia, we took the view that looking at an ontology should be more like looking at an 

encyclopaedia; it is a catalogue of things, descriptions of those things and “see also” links to other 

things in the encyclopaedia, which is all an ontology is really trying to do. A user should be able to 

look at an ontology or a collection of ontologies and get an overview of a domain. Thus OBOPedia 

creates an alphabetically organized, searchable  set of encyclopaedic entries from an OBO ontology, 

using each class’ labels, its synonyms, natural language definition as the entry text, and the 

relationships held by the entity as the “see also” links of an entry. The current version of OBOPedia 

has the Gene Ontology, the Protein Ontology, the Chemical Entities of Biological Interest ontology, 

the Phenotypic Quality Ontology, the Ontology for Biomedical Investigations, and several anatomy 

ontologies. The OBOPedia is scrollable, searchable and rich with links to other entries. OBOPedia 

currently has over 210,000 entries from 9 ontologies. OBOPedia offers another view into a field of 

interest that is based on a collection of ontologies, but one in which a user need not know it’s an 

ontology. 
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